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The table was conducted in the framework of the European OLA Erasmus plus project
During the virtual discussion of April 28th 2021, different aspects were tackled: national and
international research projects, educational and editorial practices, ministerial guidelines and the
current draft law on the promotion of diversity and the fight against stereotypes in textbooks. The
above-said legislative proposal, in particular, envisages the production of guidelines on diversity and
inclusion, the training of the players involved in the educational process, including publishing houses
as well as the establishment of a National Observatory. The virtual discussion table also dwelled upon
the UNESCO recommendations regarding textbooks inclusiveness and Open Educational Resources.
Different experiences, that deeply enriched the discussion, were outlined throughout the entire
virtual discussion table, from which have emerged various points that it is possible to highlight here
below:
The textbook is endowed with authority, but this can lead to an uncritical use. It should always be
kept in mind that it is also a product of cultural industry, reflecting relations of power and its
asymmetries, with a double function: that is, to affect individual development and guarantee cultural
reproduction of society.
Still today textbooks convey stereotypes that generate discrimination, even through lack of
representations, linked especially to: ethnocentrism, allochronism, gender, "right body", sole family
model, representation of migrations, often faced with an eighteenth-century utilitarian approach
(western), and LGBT+. The stereotype often seems to re-propose an anachronistic culture, but
probably the symbolic to which it is connected is still a shared value. The delay in didactic
transposition, which is, in other words, the time lapse between innovation (scientific, social,
philosophical) and its appearance in textbooks, is neither fixed nor neutral, but strictly functional to
the values rooted in the social fabric.
In addition to detaching from one-off stereotypes through a critical look at images and texts, a
stereotyped way of thinking must be recognized and abandoned. As a matter of fact, it is necessary to
get used to, and make learners getting accustomed to, the confrontation with complexity, the
necessity of asking questions. It is also crucial to abandon simplifications, the fear of facing the error,
the distrust in the leaners’ abilities so that one should always resort to a systemic approach, to
challenge canons and to codified knowledge. Abandoning evolutionary narratives that lead to think
that there are more or less evolved peoples, and replaced them with a comparative approach,
enhancing at the same time the element of interdependence and co-responsibility.
Open educational resources can contribute to gaining awareness of stereotypes through a process of
co-building knowledge with different social players. On the contrary, free but proprietary digital
resources risk reducing the issue of stereotypes to corporate policy issues, jeopardizing the
guarantees of data protection. Alongside the "traditional" teaching, laboratory experiences centered
on expressive modalities linked to the body should also be promoted.
The emphasis on performance evaluation restricts the access possibilities to complexity. It is
necessary to find ways in which each learner can develop their own personality, from a
trans-disciplinary point of view as well.
It is essential that all social players do their part, families included. Among the publishing houses,
Zanichelli has adopted a self-regulation code on stereotypes.
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It is not useful to seek the ultimate cause of the presence of stereotypes in textbooks: the authors
who write them, the publishers who publish them, the teachers who choose them. We need to
recognize the presence of stereotypes within ourselves.
It is necessary to re-evaluate the relationship, the interdependence. The metaphor of triangular
inequality prompts us to reflect: sides that are too short cannot create a meeting area.
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